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The scheme was ultimately ineffective because it was based on the obsolete assumption that the
Army should only focus on offensive cyber operations. A more recent study of Army plans by defense
experts and business analysts shows that the Army is planning to create and maintain networks that
the Army and its adversaries would use in military conflict. 22 The Army was expected to start this
effort by 2030. Reflecting a more recent emphasis on offensive cyber operations, in 2015, the Air

Force created the 22L career field to pursue both 17S and 22L tasks, and in 2016 the service created
the Naval Postgraduate School to establish a graduate school devoted to the higher education of
officers from 22L-related fields. 14 This was part of a larger Air Force effort to develop a uniform

professional cyber operations career field. 15 By August 2014, all Air Force jobs were associated with
one of four job families: Information Operations, Information Systems, Operations, or Services. These

job families represented those that commonly fall under 22L (Defense Department, Law
Enforcement, and Intelligence, Law Enforcement, Military, and Intelligence Security). 16 There are
three major innovations described in this paper. The first is a means of making the DODIN more

resilient, and as a result, less vulnerable to network attacks. This innovation has been most evident
in the evolution of military networks from unconnected 32-bit microcomputer systems in the 1980s

to 64-bit networking systems in the 1990s. 17 The second is a vehicle for expanding the influence of
military officers in support of cyber operations, one that has come to play a central role in cyber

operations in the 2000s and in the role of system administrators and network defenders today. This
innovation has involved the transformation of the relationships between military personnel and

different information systems. Third, since the work of White and others, the evaluation of military
cyber operations has become much more data-driven, making it a potentially useful innovation.

However, as will be discussed, this evaluation is beginning to be supplanted by a focus on personnel
management. As the paper makes clear, by the mid-2000s, the U.S. Army had rethought its

expectations of officer corps members and begun training its officers differently. For instance,
because it lacked a way to reward officers for deeper technical specialization, the Army tried to

make its officer corps more technical in the early 1990s. 15 The Air Force instituted a task force to
redesign the officer personnel management system in 1996. 106 Then in 2005, the task force

created a new 17D track, which the service describes as a career field that emphasizes security,
resilience, and maintenance. 107 Cyber operations officer positions are now officially part of the 17D
track, but their functions have changed. Rather than being dedicated to offensive cyber operations,
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Cyber-21a officers are now supposed to be able to assume a variety of roles. In practice, they are
usually assigned to systems defense or network defense. As of February 2018, 20 percent of active

duty cyber operators were 17D officers. After rank, the most common career paths for officers in the
17D field are Special Agent, Computer Network Defense (CND) Cyber Systems Engineering, and

Cyber Information Assurance Lead. 18 In addition, in 2016, the Air Force began awarding Specialist
Specialists for CND Cyber Operations as opposed to Skill Specialists who are usually second-class

warrant officers. 19
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these tools should also be easily portable to new operating systems. this may be achieved by
providing x11 clients that will work on mac os x and unix under x11, and it may be achieved by

porting existing tools to the new platforms. maintaining multiple tools on the same operating system
may be a barrier to portability, but there is no reason why the user should not be given the choice of

using the best suited tool. - continuous integration of the code. many of the open source projects
that i have been working on have had this. continuous integration tools like hudson can be used to
automate the process of integration testing and managing the integration. the developers can then

be trained on these tools. i am not sure if all the open source projects have done this, but it is a
must. - time estimation. developers should be trained on time estimation and how to budget for a
project. they should be trained on how to break down the tasks for the project and how to plan the
tasks. this can be done with simple tools like excel. developers should be trained on how to review
the code and how to test the code. they should be trained on how to use version control systems.
they should be trained on how to set up the project so that they are using the best practices. the
army's special operations forces have a slightly different structure in that its special operations

forces are a small part of the army's army aviation center of excellence (aae) and therefore have
only limited logistical support and no operational support. in other words, the army's communication

zone would get the word out to the rest of the army, while the army's special operations forces
would be responsible for their own operations and would have their own communications zone. in
addition, because it is a smaller organization, the army special operations forces is less likely to

make use of the support of the army's communications zone. 5ec8ef588b
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